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Co mm entary

WANTED: A UN IV E.R SA L MA RKI NG CODE
William H. Bolen
At the present time. the retailing .industry i~ faced _wit.h the
dilemma of having two different marking co?es in use within the
channel of distribution. One o~ the~e_. the Universal Product Co~e.
is a bar code system which 1dent1fies a product by mea~s of its
manufacturer and product category. T~e bar cod~ on the item can
be read by a scanner with the data being placed_in a comput~r so
that prices. inventory levels, etc., can be determined for the item.
It is noted that the Universal Product Code (U ~C) must.be read b.Y
a scanner in order to determine price and other information. Such 1s
not the case with the other marking system in use, Voluntary
Universal Vendor Marking (VUV YI ). Since Vl"\''.Vl uses OCR-A,
Optical Character Recognition - Font A, the system can be read by
the human eye as well as by machine. In principle. this system use s
svmbols very similar to those found on a bank check. From a consu~erism standpoint the real advantage to \T\-~1 is that the price is
on the item. The greatest resistance to l"PC has stemmed from this
lack of visible price information.
The use of these two entirely different marking codt:>s causes a
problem for the store. Merchandise is being received which
contains the Universal Product Code. On that same receiving dock,
items are also arriving which contain the Universal \'endor
:v!arking code. At the present time UPC is being used p rimarily for
drug and food items and VllVM is fo r soft goods; thus. thP modern
stor_e with its scrambled merchandise assortment cannot depend on
having all goods arrive with the same code.
Although horn out of good intentions, the conflicting codes have
cau.sed.much duplication of effort in the marketplac·e. Such dupli rnt1on 1s unnecessary. What the retailing industry. as well as the
consumer. needs _is one truly "universal" marking code. It is not
the purpose ~f this commentary to urge the universal adoption of
either the Universal Product Code or Universal Vendor Marking. It
1s strongly felt. however, that one code and only one is needed. Propone~ts of hoth the Universal Product Code and U niversal Vendor
Ma~king should get together along with representatives of the
vanous manufacturers. wholesalers. retailers, trade groups, and
others and come up with a truly universal code.
What would be the benefits of a universal marking code that is
used by all forms of retailing? Manufacturers of various products
would know the kind of code that was needed on various products.
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A universal code would serve to encourage more manufacturers l
put the code on items that were being shipped. At the present tirneo
manufa~turers face ~he problem of ~eciding w hich code should b~
put on items for which channel of distribution or which market or
wh_ich type of selli~g situation. If there were such a thing as a
umversal code, resistance by manufacturers to putting codes 00
items would diminish.
Equipment manufacturers would also welcome a standard code
for all forms of retailing. Such a universal code would be a boon to
the development of equipment that would serve t he needs of various retailers. If retailers and others knew that what they bought
would work for them now and tomorrow, then t he demand for
equipment would increase. Consequently, manufacturers would
probably begin to produce equipment in such large numbers that
prices would reduce themselves to the point where more retailers
could have the kind of equipment needed to operate their stores in a
manner that is desired from an operations control standpoint.
Firms within the channel of distribution would welcome the use
of a universal code as they attempt to break bulk while keeping
check on inventory levels since such a code would permit them to
check inventory by use of scanners and other devices. Retailers of
all types would also welcome a uniform code. For example, as mentioned previously, one of the problems facing many large stores
today is that they receive health and beauty items which include
the Universal Product Code while many soft good items arrive with
the Universal Vendor Marking Code. A truly universal marking
code would make unnecessary the use of different scanners for different departments. Automatic centralized checkouts would also be
possible for all elements of the store since all items would have the
same marking system on them. It would also bl' helpful to have all
merchandise that comes in at the receiving dock marked in the
same manner. Therefore, scanners could become an integral part of
the receiving procedure as merchandise is checked in and checked
against its invoice in order to see what was ordered and what was
actually received.
A universal system would also promote more consumer accep
tance of whatever marking system may be adopted. Much of the
resista nce to various marking systems has stemmed from th~ fact
that the c-onsumer is not accustomed to them. For example. 1t has
been found that the Universal Product Code, even with its drawback of not having the price on the item, has been accepted 10
stores after a period of time. The scanners seem to work and people
(consumers) seem to appreciate them. But the initial resistance of
eonsumers has been quite high. If consumers know about _t_he
product codC', the vendor code, or any other system,_ arc familiar
with it, and have seen it in many other stores, then wide l'Onsumer
acceµtance should be the end result.
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As can be observed from the ideas presented, the benefits of a
universal marking system are many. Although the two current systems have now become somewhat established, it is still not too late
to attempt to develop a universal system for wide scale application.
The short run cost of making the changes necessary to develop a
universal marking code will by no means equal the benefits that
would be derived th rough the years from a uniform system for all
retail stores. With the scrambled merchandise found in stores
today, the rising cost of the merchandise receiving and inventory
taking procedures, etc., retailing today and tomorrow needs a truly
universal marking system. A universal mar king code makes good
sense. Everyone involved in the retailing process from producer to
consumer should work to encourage the development and adoption
of a truly universal system of marking.
Dr. Bol~n is an Ass_ociate Pr~fesso: and Head of the Department of
~farketingand Office Admm1stration at Georgia Southern College.
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